
RAJYA SABHA [18 December, 2006] 

THE MINISTER OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AND MINISTER OF 

EARTH SCIENCES (SHRI KAPIL SIBAL): Sir, I lay a statement on the status 

of implementation of recommendations contained in the Hundred Fifty-fifth 

Report of the Department-related Parliamentary Standing Committee on 

Science and Technology, Environment and Forests. 

The present status of implementation is as per the annexure which is laid 

on the Table of the House. 

_________ 

GOVERNMENT BILLS—Contd. 

The Scheduled Tribes and other Traditional Forest Dwellers 

(Recognition of Forest Rights) Bill, 2006 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now, we shall take up the Scheduled Tribes 

and Other Traditional forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Bill 

2006. 

THE MINISTER OF TRIBALAFFAIRS (SHRI PR. KYNDIAH): Sir, I beg to 

move: 

That the Bill to recognise and vest the forest rights and occupation in forest 

land in forest dwelling Scheduled Tribes and other traditional forest dwellers 

who have been residing in such forests for generations but whose right could 

not be recorded; to provide for a framework for recording the forest rights to 

vested and the nature of evidence required for such recognition and vesting in 

respect of forest land, as passed by Lok Sabha, be taken into consideration. 

The question was proposed. 

�� ��'0���^ �<1B ((�9���) : 
����� 4-�+�-�� 
ह'0�, ,9 3� (M���HY�� 
�0� 
� the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers 

(Recognition of Forest Rights) Bill, 2006 -� �')�� ��  �): <��� D0�� ���� ��  �): 
; 
,-�� ,+�� n�p ���� ह*� " 3�  ��) ��  �): :� 9�-��� ��� ��, 4��� <-�� ��-'�	 
� ����� 
ह!, "All forest-dwelling Schduled Tribes and other traditional forest dwellers 

must be rehabilitated strictly in compliance with ILO-107 Convention, and in 

strict compliance with the policy of prior consent." 

��) )��� �� 
हS�-*	 �� �ह ह! �� �� 0�[ ,�:)� 
� 3�«� ह�: �� /� 4��� 
9' 
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��b���[ ��, 4���  
������ �ह ��) 3� �0� 
� )��� (�� ह! " 
�Y��� 4-�+�- �� 
ह'0�, 
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��� 0) <���*��� 9�9��� ��  ��+*�
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; 9� (�9��� 
� 
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��   <�e��� 0��� �� D-'9) �0�1�� 2005 
� (�9��� ����� U��� �� YZ �' +�9� (�� �� ��Y�� 
:� ��) ��  ��0 4��� �)����� <� +� �ह& ,�� ह! " 
; ,-��  
���
 �� ����� /� �0� �� 
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� /� <)( ,\�� ,�'( ����� 
� ��9�-� <Y� �+� 
0). �� <r�� ह! " ��9�][� �� ह'�� ह�: +� ��K� �+� 
� 9�9��� �' D�����eS� 0��� 
� +� ह
��� 
0) <r�� ह! " �µ 2004 
� ,�0�����' U���, 1993 �� �9� -� 7��� �� 9� �ह� ��, 2�� 
��+*�
 ��  <�e��� 0��� �� ��	� +� :�%�: ����� �� )� �)�� ��, �ह ��	���0� ह!, ��Y�� 
��
0�� ��D�
 �'�	 U��� �'� )(�: 9��� �� 4� -� <
) �ह& ह' ���" 4-�+�-�� 
ह'0�, 
3��): �*-�: �����  U��� 9�9��� ��  )'(. ��  ��+*�
 /� �� -� ��  <�e��� ��  �): 9' �ह 
��) )��� (�� ह!, 3��� 
; 6��(� ���� ह*� " ह�)���� 3� ��) �� ��0�. �� (���� �� 9*x�� /� 
��.  
� ���� ,�0���� 9��� �' �
)�� ��)� )�+. ��  ���� 
� 3� �
� �� # �ह�� 9�0��9� 
ह'(�, 2�� 
�x� )(�� ह! " 
�Y���, 4-�+�- �� 
ह'0�, 3� ��) ��  6���
�� ,b�   L9��¦� 
-¨�� �� -�� �)� �� ,9�0� ��  #: 0[� 
� �� -��� 0[� �I� 
� �ह�� ��)� ���r�� �' ,9 �ह 
��� ह' �ह� ह! �� ��. 
� �� �ह 9�9��� ��  )'( /� �� 0'�. <�+Y� ह;, 4��' <)( �ह& 
���� 9� ���� ह!, 9�9����. ��  ��� <Y��� ह�, ह!, 3S���0-3S���0 " 0��� �� ह� ��. � ह', 3� 
��� D�Hq� ��  �): 
; ,-��  
���
 �� ���r�� �� <�+��0� ���� ह*� /� 3� ,[� ��  ��� 
Something is better than nothing. 
;  3� ��) �� -��: 6��(� ���� ह*� " 
ह'0�, +��� ��  

�(	0[	� ������ �� �� 
; ,-��  
���
 �� �0� /� ����� �� ���� ,�\O� ���� ��ह*�(�, 
�9�
� �ह� ह! ��....." 
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"That the State shall promote with special care the educational and 

economic interest of the weaker sections of the society and, in particular, of 

the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes, and shall protect them from 

all sorts of exploitation." 

 

ह'0�, 
�x� ,9 <S��� 7�0 ��  ��� �ह �ह�� -% �ह� ह!, �� -���--��� ��) �I� 
� 

�ह�� ��)� 0�[ ��   :� �91
�0�� 0) �� ,�0�����. ��  [!^�� /� ,\�� �ह�. �' D'
'� ���� 

�, ����e�� ��  3� 
�(	0[	� ����� �� /� ����e�� ��  <Y� D��e��. �� eHK9��� 4%�� ह! " 
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� �>� , �ह 
��� �
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� �ह& ,�� ह! " �[^� ��  �̂� 
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0�[ 
� ���� K��0� �M� �-#%� )'( ह;, �� 9�9��� ��  )'( ह;" 0�[ 
� (���� �� ��7� �� ���� �ह�� 
��). 
� ���� K��0� )'( �M� ह!, �� ,�0���� )'( ह; " ,9�0� ��  ��5 ��) ��0, ,�0�����. 
�� 3� H6��� ��  �): �ह�� �� )'( �91
�0�� ह;, -�Y�� 3���  �): <(� �'3 :� 0) �91
�0�� ह!, 
�' �ह ���r�� ह! " 0�[ �� 9�(>� ,�0���� ���r�� �' �+� 
�b �ह& ���(� "
ह'0�, ,9 
ह
��� 0�[ �� ,�0����, 0�[ �� 3� �����.-�����. ��  ��� ���r�� �� ��
�7 ह' (�� ह! " 3� 
��) ��  U��� �b� �� ,�0�����. �' b� �)��� �� ��
 ���� 9� �ह� ह!, 2�� 
�x� )( �ह� ह!, 
-�Y�� ,9  �� ,�0���� �ह �
x�� ह! �� +)� ह� ����e�� 
� ह
��� �ह�. � <�e���. �� ���� 
�)7� ह; )���� ���r�� �� D���
��� �' �� # 2�� )'(. ��  �ह�. ��  �): ह!, �9��� ����e�� 
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�'� +� 4�)�7 �ह& ह�, ह!" 
ह'0�, 9!�� 
;�� -ह)� +� �ह� ह! �� 3� ��) �' JPC �' ��b� 
���� (�� �� /� 4��' ����� �� 6����� �ह& ���� " 4�
� �� �� # �' �b� �� )��� ��  �): 
;�� 
�� # ��['e� �7� ह; " 
; 4��� ��� ��0 
� �>� (�, -�Y�� �
� ��  <+�� ��  ��� 
� 
'�� �M� -� 
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 /� ��. -� <�e��� �� 
�
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Conservations Act or Wildlife Protections Act. ��  �� 2�� D��e�� ह; , 9'  3�
� ��e� 
�� ���� ह; " 3��): Tribal Affairs Ministry, +)� ह� 3�
� �'%) �
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Environment and Forest ��  ��� ��)
�) �7�� ��  �): �!Yy) (��	
�� �� )��� �%H6y��  
)��) �� Coordination agency �7� 9�:, ���� ���� +� D��� �� ��e��: 7%� � ह. /� 
<������ ��(� � ह' " 
ह'0�, ��0�. �� forest cover �7�� 
� ,�0�����. �� �ह�� �8� 
�'(0�� �ह� ह! /� -�%. �� 7��� 
� +� 4��' ��b� <��+� /� ��� ह!" <�: 4��' 0� 9��� 
��)� +*�
 -� 2�� -�%. �� 7��� ���� -� �) �0�� 9�:, �9��� ,�0�����. �' ��H��� ,
0�� 
�
)� /� +*�
 � -���� +� ����^� �ह ���  " 
��� �ह �ह�� ह! ��  -�%. �� 7��� ���� ��). �' 
-�% �%� ह'�� �� -���� ���^ �HL�%� 0� 9��� ���ह: " ��0 ,�0�����. �' 0� 9��� ��)� 
�� +*�
 ¨)�� ��)� ह'(�  �' �ह �
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ह'(� " <�: <�#� 7��� ��  �):  <�#� �!����� �����  <-��: 9��� ���ह: ���� +*�
 �� 4�	��� �l� 
/� 4S-�0�  +� � �̈ ¤ " 7��� ��  ��
 
� ,�� ��)� /9��, 4�	�� ��� ��9 3S���0 ��  �): )'�, 
�HL�%� �� D��e ���'O-*	 
��� 
� ���� 9�:, ���� ,�0���� ����� ���� ��ह*��� ��  ['O ��  
�[��� � ��� " <��� %!
 ���� ह;, 4���  �'9��:� ���� ह!, )���� 4��� 5�� �� -���	�� �ह& ह'�� 
ह! " 3� ��) 
� �� # D��e�� ह;, )���� -���	�� ��  
�
). 
� n�Hp(� �
*ह �� ,9����� ��  ��O� 

� ���e U��� �� +��� ����� U��� ��e���� ���� ��   D��e��. �� ����H�� ह'�� ,���� ह! " +��� 
����� U��� :� :� ��	r�ह� ���� [�£��[�£ )�(* ह'�� ���ह:, �� �) -!�� 9 0��� �� ��
 �ह&  
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� ��e�� ह'(� " 
; 3���  �): +��� ����� �' eY���0 0��� ह*� " 
��0 3�
� +*�
ह��. ��  �): ����� �� ,��� �'9�� ��  �ह� +*�
 0��� �� D��e�� ���� 9�:(� �' 
��ह�� ह'(� " 
 
 4-�+�-�� 9�, 
;�� 9' ��['e� �0: ह;, 
; 4���  ���� 
� �'8� ��� �>� (� " -�9 0' -� 
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� 9' ��['e� ह!, 4�
� 9�.-�.��. �� <-�� ��-'�	 
� ��. �� �)'9 D'H���
�� 
� �ह�� 
��)� 9�9��� ��  )'(. �' 3� ��) ��  0���� 
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�� ��)� )'(. �' 
����� �� ��) ��  0���� �� ����) �0�� ह! " D$H���
�� ��)� �ह�� �� )'( �� +*�
 -� 7��� ���� ह;, 
/� :
.:�.-�. 3�«� ����  (�9��� ���� ह; " 3� ��) ��  0���� �� 2�� )'(. �' ����)� (�� ह!, 
�9��� ��W��, �9��� ��0�� �ह�� �8� ह!" <(� ��0 �� )'( ����)� (: �' �ह�� �
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��) �� )�+ �
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 ����� ��['e�, -�9 ���, )�3� �°��� -� :
.:�.-�. ��, �� 
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<�#� ��" <(� �ह� �7� 9� ���� ह! �' 2�� ��9� ��3����) �� ह;% ��� �� ����)�� �� 
D��e�� ह'�� ���ह: " 

 -�9 ,5 -� ��� ��3v%( 3b� �¦� �� :� ���[� -�Zह ��, �9��� ��b���[ 
9�.-�.��. �� �� ��, -�Y�� ����� �� �ह ���[� ह� ����) �0�� ह! " 9!���� 
;�� ,(� �ह� ह! �� 
:b.��.:. /� wild )�3b D'���[� :��  3� ��) ��  <
) 
� ���e� ���� ह! " 3� ��['e� ��  
U��� 
��� �ह ����0� ह! �� <(� ,�0�����. ��  �ह�. ��  �): ह
 ��
�� v���� ह;, �' ����� 
�� H6��� 
� 3� ��) ��  D��e�� �' �D��) ���� ���ह:, �ह& �' 3� ��) �� 4m��� �+� ��� 
�ह& ह' ���� ह!" 
; 3� ��['e� -� �) 0*�(� " 
; ,[� ���� ह*� �� 9�9����. ��  �ह� 
� 
��� 3� 
��['e�. /� ��x��. �' 4��� 6��� �
)�(� " eY���0 " 

SHRI NABAM REBIA (Arunachal Pradesh): Mr. Vice Chairman, Sir, I 

would like to thank you for giving me this opportunity to participate in the 

discussion on this very important piece of legislation. At the outset, I would 

like to congratulate the hon. Minister of Tribal Affairs for having brought in this 

legislation, which was one of the commitments of our UPA Government. 

Sir, before I go into the details of some aspects of the Bill, I would like to 

say that the addition of words 'traditional forest dwellers' is of slight confusion 

to me. Therefore, Sir, I hope that the hon. Minister, while giving the reply, after 

this debate in the House, will clarify and enlighten us on this issue. Sir, Pandit 

Jawaharlal Nehru, the first Prime Minister of our Republic pronounced 

'Panchsheel' and, one of the principles of the 'Panchsheel' was to recognize 

and respect the tribal rights over land. 

I think, this piece of legislation, is in the direction of fulfilment of the trend 

and the principles of Panchsheel, laid down by Pandit Nehru. Now again, 

before I go into the details of the Bill, I would like to draw the attention of the 

Chair, under article 244, clause 5 of the Constitution, which is applicable to 

Scheduled Areas, the Governors, by notification, can declare that any law 

passed by Parliament or the State Legislature can be declared null and void in 

a particular Scheduled Area by the Governor of that State. Therefore, the 

scheduled part does not apply to most of the North Eastern Region, and, I 

believe, it does not apply to any of the States of the North Eastern Region. 

But, which are the States where this provision applies? The hon. Minister will 

be able to enlighten us in that respect. So, it should not happen that we pass 

a Bill here and tomorrow a Governor will set it 
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aside and make it inapplicable in a particular Scheduled Area. That is a very 

important aspect. The people who drafted this piece of legislation, probably 

they have taken into account the Constitutional aspect of this legislation. With 

the passage of this Bill, the Village Council will have more responsibility to 

preserve forest resoruces with care. And the Bill seeks to give legal sanctions 

to traditional rights of tribal of the forest resources. And, here it includes the 

rights of the traditional forest dwellers. The tribal people have been 

dependent on forests since time immemorial for their survival and livelihood. 

In fact, in my State of Arunachal Pradesh, many of the people are still root-

gatherers and fruit-gatherers. From there, you can understand how much we 

are dependent on forests. The forest mafia has been active all over the 

country. They have been exploiting the forest resources. Here, I would like to 

bring to your kind notice, Sir; the ban imposed by hon. Supreme Court on 

timber operation in the country was a blessing in disguise. It may have 

affected the economy of some of the States and some people, but I would 

say that that was a right move, a good move and a timely move in the right 

direction. Otherwise, there was a lot of exploitation of forest resources in 

many parts of the country, especially, in my region. More than 82 percent of 

the area of my State is under forest coverage. There is also an allegation that 

the political and bureaucratic nexus at the State level has been responsible 

for the deforestation. Now, this Bill will have the potential to protect the tribal 

and traditional forest dwellers from harassment by the forest officials and 

exploitation of the forest mafia. Now, the hon. Minister of Tribal Affairs 

belongs to the North-Eastern Region. I would like to draw his attention and 

would like to spell out some of my own apprehensions about the North-East 

Region. 

He is very much aware of the fact that the influx problem of the North-

Eastern region has threatened to change the demographic pattern of the 

region. The State of Arunachal Pradesh, of course, has certain statutes, like 

Bengal Eastern Frontier Regulation of 1872, Chin Hills Regulation of 1896 

which give us some protection from this influx problem. But still, in our 

neighbouring States like Assam, the traditional indigenous people have 

almost been reduced to minority today. The impact of this influx is coming to 

the neighbouring State like Arunachal Pradesh, Meghalaya, Nagaland and all 

other States of the North-Eastern region. Now, our apprehension is, when 

you are giving to the traditional forest dwellers the right over forest 
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and its resources, whether this will cover those people also because these 

people have been settling over there for some time. In Assam, the process of 

identitication and detection of illegal migrants is on. But in neighbouring 

States, especially in hilly States, people have taken shelter there. You have to 

clearly spell out and enlighten us what would be the fate of these people who 

are now illegally settling in those remote border States neighbouring Assam. 

Whether these people will have the right over the forest, and how are you 

going to identify or define whether they have the right or not? And how are 

you going to define whether they are illegal migrants or they are traditional 

forest dwellers? Can anybody give any explanation? Anyone settling over 

there, you will tell he was born and brought up there. His ancestors were 

there. He has been there for more than 5 generations, 10 generations. A lot of 

explanation could come. But, how are you going to solve this problem? This is 

the case in the State of Arunachal Pradesh also. Of course, now, these 

Chakmas and Hajams, some of them have been given the Indian citizenship 

right. But, let me tell you that more than 90 per cent of them are still having 

the refugee status, and they have not yet been given the citizenship right. 

They are occupying most of the forest areas of Arunachal Pradesh. How are 

you going to define them? Whether you are going to include them within the 

definition of traditional forest dwellers or not. What would be the fate of the 

Hajams and Chakmas, who are also threatening to change the demographic 

pattern of this sensitive border State Arunachal Pradesh? This is a very, very 

sensitive issue. You have to enlighten us on this particular issue. 

Now, regarding the land, the problem of the cultivable land and other 

things, even if Arunachal Pradesh is geographically the biggest State amongst 

all the States of the North-Eastern region, we have limited cultivable land. The 

problem is, all our cultivable land and plain areas have been occupied by the 

forest department and notified as reserved forest areas, and thereby, 

rendering the indigenous tribal people homeless and houseless. Even if they 

are living in the forests, they are not able to cultivate their own land. All lands 

are being declared as reserved forest areas by the forest department. There 

has been a demand from the people that this should be de-reserved. De-

reservation process should be there. How are you going to solve this 

problem? Are you going to de-reserve the areas and give back these lands to 

the tribal people or not? 

This is one of the clarifications which I would like to seek from you 
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We have been suggesting to the Forest Department to reserve those areas 

where cultivation is not possible. Secondly, you reserve those areas where 

WRC cannot be practised, and do plantation in those hilly areas. The tribal 

people are always prepared to go and occupy only those cultivable and plain 

areas. This is how we are deprived of the cultivable areas in a State like 

Arunachal Pradesh. Here also I want an assurance from the hon. Minister on 

how he is going to address this problem. 

Now, there is no substitute for jhooming and shifting cultivation in a State 

like Arunachal Pradesh and in some other hill States of the North-Eastern 

Region. Even if we try to practise terracing cultivation, jhooming still has to be 

there. These are the traditional methods of cultivaion. Shifting cultivation has 

also to be there. I would like to know whether the indigenous Tribals would be 

allowed to practise their traditional method of cultivation or not. 

There is one more thing on which I would like to be enlightened by the 

hon. Minister. I am not going to take much of the time of the House. I have 

raised certain specific issues on the status of the forest lands which are now 

under the occupation of the so-called refugees in the State of Arunachal 

Pradesh. Are you going to regularise those areas in the names of those 

people or are you going to give those lands to the indigenous Tribal people? 

That is number one. 

Number two, I would like to know whether the reserve forest areas, which 

are under the Forest Department, will be de-reserved and whether those 

areas will be given back to the Tribal people of those areas so that they can 

do better cultivation. 

Regarding the influx problem in the region, which is threatening the 

demographic pattern of the whole region, how are you going to solve it or 

what are you going to do about it? These are some of the clarifications which I 

want to seek from the hon. Minister. 

I would like to know what you are going to do about the Scheduled Tribes 

under article 245 of the Constitution. These are certain issues to be clarified. 

There may be so many lacunae in the Bill. I am not going into it. 

I thank you very much, Mr. Vice-Chairman, for giving me this opportunity 

to participate in this very important discussion. I, once again, congratulate the 

hon. Minister for bringing forward this piece of legislation. 
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SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT (West Bengal): Sir, it was his maiden speech. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI PRASANTA CHATTERJEE): But he 

completed it within the allotted time. Now, Shrimati Brinda Karat. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Sir, with a sense of great satisfaction and 

happiness, I stand, on behalf of my party, to extend our full support to the 

Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of 

Forest Rights) Bill, 2006. 
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�
 
)$��9 /� �
�
 0���. ��  ���9*0 ,9 �ह ��) ,�� ह!" 9ह�� ,�0�����' �� 0��� �ह� ह! 
�ह�� ,�0���� ���'e� -���� �� ��
 )��� ��)�, 
; 4���  ���� 
�  
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K��0� ��q-� �ह& ���� ��ह�� ह*� )���� ,9 �M� �ह& 9���� �� :Y�$���
�� ��  ��
 -� �� 
�� 9���[� ��  ��
 -� ����� ) ()� �
x ��  ,e�� -� ,�0�����. �� 4���   3� <�e��� �� 
����� �7�� �� :� ���9[ ��� (� " ~�3%� ��  �0� 9� �ह ��) )'� �+� 
� -���� ह�,, ��, 
; 
�) ��)���9� 0�7 �ह� ��, 
; ����� 
� ��, �' ह9��' �� ��0�0 
� ,�0���� 7�[� 
�� �ह� �� 3� 
��) �� �
�	� ���� ह�: /� �ह�� ��)���9� -� 
;�� :� �ह�� D��� ���) �� ��� ���� /� 
4Yह.�� �ह� �� -ह)� 
��� ��
 �ह ह'(� �� 
; ��D�
 �'�	 9��� 3� ��) �' ��)�9 ���� ��  
�): �-��[� 09	 �>� (�" �ह �� �� <�e��� ह! " )���� :� ���) ह
��� �0� ��  ��
�� ह! �� 
���-��� 4�� Y����)� ���0 ��  4� �
x ��  ,e�� -� �ह&, )���� 4Yह.�� ह6� �̂- ���� /� 
,�0�����. �' 9�() �� 70�%�� ��  3� D��� ��  ,0�[ �0:" ह
��� :�.%�. :. ��  ���� �ह�� �!5� 
ह;, 4��' -�� ह! �� 4� <0�)� ��  ,e�� -� 2002 
� :� ����	)� ����)� (��, �9�
� �ह� 
(�� ह! �� 9' ,�0���� 1980 ��  ��0 �� 
� �ह �ह� ह;  4��' ����)�� -%�(� " )(+( 0' )�7 
,�0���� /� b$��6� %��)�	  �' ह��:�(� " 4��� ��� ह�)� ह! ह
 �� )'( �
x ह� ���� ह; " 
,9 +� :���[� �� �)��� )�7. ,�0�����' ��  =-� ह!, )�7.  y��%[�) b$��6� %��)�	 ��  
=-� ह;, ��.�� ,9 +� �ह 99
��, �ह ,0�[ ह! " 
; �
x�� ह*� �� �ह ��) -���� ���� ��  ��0 
ह� ���*� 
� 9' ��%1��� �� H6��� ह! �ह �
�q� ह'�� ,�0�����. ��  <�e���. �� �^� ह'(� " 

ह'0�, 3� ��)  
� :� ��� /� 9�%�� ह! " 3���  -�#� :� �%� 9�0	6� ��घO	 �ह� ह!, 9!�� 
;�� 
�ह� ह! " 9�.-�.��. �� 9' -ह)� ®�� ,�� ��, �9��' �*.-�. :. ����� )�� ��, 4� ��) �' 
<(� K�. �� S�' 
��� 9��� �' 
�x� )(�� ह! �� <Y��� �' �
�q� ���� ��  �9�: <Y��� /� 
(ह�� ह' 9��� " �M� �� ,�0���� ��  -�� ��*� ह!, ��� :��%�� ह!, ,-�� 1980 �� ��  b %�� 
�7 �)�� ��" ,-�� �ह� �� b$��6� �� 9���[� :�� 1980 �� 3���  ��0  9' +� ह! , �' 
,�0�����. �� �ह� �� ह
 �ह�� �� ��*� )��:(�? 4Yह.�� �ह� �� ��� �� �) ,b� � �� ��-'�	 ��  
,e�� -� ��*� ह.(� " �' ह
��� )�� ��  ���-��� 3�
� ह6��^- ���� ��  ��0 ह
�� 3���   ���� 
� 
�
�
 ������ �� ������ ��, 3� ������ 
� 9' ����� �� ��b �� D�� ���eS� �� �ह� ह;, 
)���� �� �'� 1980 �' �0)�� ��  �): �'� �!��� �ह& �� " )���� 9� :� ���) ,�� �� <(� 
�� �ह& �0)�(� �' �ह ��) 4� >- 
� �ह& , ���� ह! " �' 9�.-�.��. �� 4� ��b���[ �' 9' 
1980 �� 2005 �� ��b���[ ��, 4Yह.�� 6����� ����, 
; eY���0 0��� ��ह�� ह*� ��.�� 9' :� 
9�0	6� <Y��� ह'��, �ह <Y��� >� (�� " ��, 9' 9��06� <Y��� ह'��, �ह <Y��� >� 
(�� " 0*��� �ह�� ()� �
x ��, 4� ��) 
� �� 9' ���� traditional forest dwellers ह;, 
4���  ��� �ह& 9'%�(�, �' ह
 ��� ���� ��ह�� �� " 9' -�1-��(� >- �� ��. 
� �ह�� ह!, :� 
D0�[ 
� :�.��. ह! /� 0*��� D0�[ 
� :�.��. ह!, �� 9(ह �©��[ 9
��� �� b$��6� ��  D'���[� 
��  �): 4��' �� 4���  3����6� ��  
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7.00 RM. 
 
9�() 
� )(�, �� y���) �ह& ��, �� �$� y$��) :�.��. ह; �� /� +� (��� )'( ह!, )���� 9' 
-ह)� ��) �� ®�� ��, 4�
� 4��� ��
'��[�� �ह& ��" 9� ह
 )'(. ��, )�� -��}9 �� 
��b �� �ह� ��, �' ह
� ����� (�� �� ह
 0' ��) )���(�" :� ��) y����� ��  �): /� 0*��� 
�$� y$���� ��  �):"  ह
�� �ह� �� ,- �� ��  <�0�, b$��6� ��  <0�� ��+�9� ���� 0*��� 
�$� y$���� ��  �):" ह
�� �ह� �� ,- �� ��  <�0�, b$��6� ��  <0�� ��+�9� ���� ��ह �ह� ह; 
" ,- �ह�� <Y��� ��  �9�� :� �' Y��� ��  ��
 -� 0*��� -� <Y��� �� �ह� ह;" ,- 4��' 
b���6 � �� ह��:�(�, �' -*�� �'[) <���6� ह'(�, ,- 3����) ����'���} ��  ���� 
� �'� �ह� ह! 
/� �ह�� 7�0 3����) ����'���� �� �
6�� -!0� ���(� " ह
�� �ह� �� (���. �� �*���� �' ,- 
3� D��� �� �ह& �'% ���� ह;, �*  ��) R�M�� �ह& �) ���� ह!" 
 
 <+� 3�
� 9' 9�-��� �� ��b���[ �� " 3� ��� �' ह
 �
x �ह� ह;  ��  :�X'��	 
�' ह
 �'� )*--') �ह� 0��� ��ह�� ह; " ह
��� ���� �� ���	-�6� �� 9��9 v����� �' ह
��� 
��
�� �7� " 9�-��� �� 3� �
�
 ���). -� (M� ����, -*�� �ह� �� " ह
 :�X'��	 �' �'� )*-
-') �ह& 0��� ��ह�� ह; , 3��): ह
�� �ह� �� ½� 9����[Y� 9' b$��6� 
� �ह �ह� ह!, �� 
:�X'��	 �ह& ह.(� ,- ½� 9����[� ��  ,e�� -� 3��' ��7: " <� ����� �� ��� ����? 
ह
��� ��� 9����[� �� <�	 ��� ��? ह
�� �ह� �� 9' 2%�� �)�
���, 4���  -!���� /� 4���  
r;% -!���� ���� �� ��� 9����[� ह;, 4���  �
 �� �
 :� r!% -!��¦� �� 
� �ह� ह;" 3� D��� �� 
��� 9����[Y� ���� ह;, /� 3� ��� 9����[Y� ��  ,e�� -� ,- 4��' traditional forest 
dwellers 
�� )��9: " �ह �ह�� )'�9�) /� ��9���) ��9 ह! " <+� ����� �� 3��� ��� 
����? 4��� 75 ��) �� �)7 �0�� " ��� 25 ��) :� 9����[� ��  �): �ह �+� ह' ���� ह!? 
�����  -�� 3���  ���� 
� ��*� ह! " ,- 1930 -� 9���(� 4���  ��0 ����� )'( b$��6� 
� ,: 
/� b$��6� �� 
�)� ��� ह!, ��, b$��6� �� 
�)� ह
��� -��+�O� 
� �ह ह!, 3��' ����� 
,- ह!��� ह.(�, 9ह�� y� ��� ह!, �'� +�  9(ह b$��6� �%-��	
�� ��  b��� ��9 �� b$��6� 
�%�)��� ह' ���� ह! " 3� D��� ����� ��  -�� 3��� �%���� ह;, 
; 3���  ,��%. 
� �ह& 9� �ह� 
ह*�, 9ह�� -� y�9 �ह& ह!, )���� �ह�� +� b$��6� :���� �%�)��� �� �0�� (�� " :� �0� <���� 
�ह�� -� ��). �� �ह�� ��)� )'(. �' -�� �)� �� <� �ह b$��6� :���� ह!, <(� 4���  -�� -¾� 
ह!, �' -¾� �� 6���E  �� ह! �� �ह& ह!, �ह +� �� # -�� �ह& ह! " 
 

 <+� 
; ,-�' ����� ह*� �� ��� ��) 
�, 2001 �� 2003 �� ������� b$��6� :���� 
6.5 )�7 �l (�� " 9� 
;�� -�\)��
�� 
� ���) -*#� �� �ह �! �� �¨ (�� " 4Yह.�� �ह� �� �ह 
�' 6��� (��	
�� ��  D���9Y� ��  
������ 4Yह.��  �¨� �0�� ह! " ह
�� -*#� �� ����� -����� �ह�� 
-� �ह �ह� ह;? 4� -�����. �� <�e��� 6���E � ह! �� �ह& ? 3��� �'� 9��� �ह& �� " 3��� 
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�)� 9' �$� tribals traditional forest dwellers ह;, <(� 3���  �): ½� 9����[� ��, 75 
��) �� [�	 �7� 9��� ह!, �' 3���  ��� +��� <Y��� ह'(� " 3��): 
;�� 3���  ����e 
� :� 
��['e� 
*� ���� ह! �� 9�-��� �� 9' H6D� ह!, ,- 4��' ��7:"  �*-�: ����� ��  �$
� 
�
��

 D'r�
 
� �)7� ह�, ह!,  "we will not affect tribals or traditional forest 

dwellers. It is your Common Minimum Programme." 

 
3� ���*� ��  ��0 ��� ,- 4��' ����)�(�? 3��): 
; ��ह�� ह*� �� 9' ½� 9����[� 

�� -��+�O� ह!, 3��' ,-�' �0)�� ह! " ,0��� 
��� 9�, 3���  ���� 
� ह
� �� # 6-�� 
,������ 0�, �ह 
; <-�) ���� ह*�" 
 
 ��, 3���  ���-��� 0'-��� ���) /� ह; :� ह! – �-#)� 50-60 ��)' 
� �ह�� ���� 
)'( (��	
�� -$�)�� ��  �ह� b$��6� 
� �!��% ह�: ह! " <-�� 
9} �� �ह&, Srimavo pact ह�,, 
u�)��� ��  )'( �ह�� ,:, �ह�� ��-��y:� ह'�� ,:, ��
) )'(, 4��' �ह�� �7� (��, 
��
)��%�  ��  �ह�� 
�, ��0 
� 4��' b$��6� �%�)��� ���� (��" 4��� ��� ह'(�? �ह�� ���� 
)'( ह! 9' ��ह� �� ,:, 4��' ���) ���� (�� – (��	
�� -$�)�� ��  �ह� " �' 9' ,)��%� 
����% ह!, �� (��	
�� ���� )�	 /� ,0�[ ��  
������ �9���  ��3¦� (�����% ह' (: ह;, 4��� 
��� ह'(�? 4��� ��W�� �
 �ह& ह! " 3��): 
; ��ह�� ह*�, 9�-��� �� ���
�%�[�� 
� �ह ����� ) 
6-�� �� �� 6��� -$�)�� ��  �ह� �9��' �ह�� ���) ���� �� �9���  ��3�� (�����% ह!, 4��' 
�%6��	 �ह& ���� 9�:(�" u� D� 
�79} 9' 9��:
 ��  ह�% ह!, 3� ���� 
� 9� �ह� �� �' 
4Yह.�� 6-�� [L0. 
� �ह� �� 3� ����e 
� ��H��� �M� �� ����� 0�7�(� /� �ह �ह& ह'�� 0�(�, 
4���  ��3�� �' �%6��	 �ह& ���� 9�:(�" )���� 
; ��ह�� ह*� �� �0� 
� ह
��� ,0��� 
��� 
9� 4���  ���� 
� 6-�� ���:� " 
 

 :� /� ��� 3�
� ह! 9' ह
��� ��) �� �����e� :� �ह�� 
हS�-*	 ���) ह!, 
�3�� 
b$��6� b$��6� D'%�*� �� �)��[� ��  �): ���� <�e� ,�0���� 
�ह)� ['�O� ह'�� ह! " 
; 
:� ह� D0�[ �� ,-�' �
��) 0��� ह*� 9ह�� )(+( 11,300 �� � ह!, :� ��[�O D0�[ 
� – 9ह�� �M 
>-: ��  ���� b�3Y� ह; )���� 4��' �'9 �'�	 ��  ���� ����� -%�� ह! " �-#)� �� ��). �� 
�ह �) �ह� ह! 9' 3� D��� ��  11,300 
�3�� b$��6� D'%�*� ��  ���� 
�  ह! " 
�x� 7�[� ह! �� 

�3�� b$��6� D�%�*� �� <�e��� �0�� (�� ह! )���� 3�
� D$L)
 ��� ह!? 3�
� D$L)
 �ह ह! 
�� ,9 b�*9 ��%, �e� ��  �): )�8�- ह
�� 9�-��� 
� �ह�, �e� ��  �): )�8� <+� +� 
����� �� 4��' <�e���� 0' �' 3�
� �� ��� �0�� " ह
�� �ह� �� -S�� ��� ����  ,�0���� 
<-�� 
��� ����� ह!, 4��' ��� �0�� " ह
�� �ह� �� �ह�� 9' -��� ह'�� ह!, 9' 
�#� ह'�� ह!, 
,�0���� 4��' 36��
�) ���� ह;, 4��' ��� �0��"  ��� ��� ह! 4��' ����� 
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��? 3��): 
; ��ह�� ह*� �� 
�3�� b$��6� D'%�*� ��  ���� 
� :� �ह�� 
�W� <�e��� 3� ��) 
� 
��7����� ह�, ह!, 3�
� ,- �ह& ��M�� 
� ���9: " >�� 
� �� ���� +� ��ह �� ,- 3�
� 
9'% 0��9: ":� 9' ���� 
�W� ���) ह!, �ह �ह ह! �� �����b[��9 �M� ,3%���b�� ���(�, 
�����b[��9 �' �M� -ह����(�, ���� +� :�� ��  �ह�? ,- 9���� ह; �� 5�& [�%�*), ��  �ह� 
“-���”  )��%� ह! , “-���”  ���*� ह! " 4� “-���” ���*� ��  
������ 9' r�
 �+� ह!, 4���  
<�e��� ���ह�� ह' (: ह;"4���  <�e���. 
� ह! �� 5�& [�%�*�% 
� 9' +� <�e��� ह;, 9' +� 
�����b[��9 ह!, �M� �� ���(�? r�
 �+� �� ���(� – �ह ��H��� ह!, ���*� 
� , ���� ह! " 

�W� ���) r�
 �+� �� ह! " ,9 �M� �����b[��9 ह.(�, ��� b$��6� �%-��	
��  �� ����Y�* 
�%-��	
�� 99 ���(� �9Yह.�� 3��� ��)' �� ,�0�����. ��  <�e���� �ह&  �0: ? ��� 4��' 
,9 �ह ���0 <�e��� 0��� 9� �ह� ह! �� ,- ह� �� ��'(�? �9Yह.�� <-
�� ����? �9Yह.�� 
<Y��� ����? ,9 ��� ह
 4Yह& �' <�e��� 0�(� �� ,- �� ��'? �! �� �� ���� ह;? 
3� �): ह
�� :� ��['e� ���� �� �)6� ,b�  �����b[��9 �� D�
 6�� r�
 �+� �� ���(� " 
4��� b�3�) �%��9� <(� �%H6y�� �
��� �' ,- 0� �ह�  ह; , 4�
� 9' -������ ��9 
3�6����*[�� ��  D�����e ह;, 4��� �ह� 
��� 
�, �9�
�  
�ह)�:� +� ह. �ह� 
��� 
� 4��� 
D�����eS� ह., �ह& �' �� �ह�(�, 0' /� 0*��� �ह�(� ��� " 9' �)6� r�
 �+� �� ,�� ह!, �ह �� 
���� 9�:(� /� 9' �� ��ह�(�, �ह ह'(� " �ह <Y��� ह'(� " “-���” ���*� ��  <��(	� 9'  )��%� 
<�e��� �0�� (�� ह!, 4��' ह
 �
�q� �ह& �� ���� " 3� ()� ��
 
� ह
 �ह6��0�� �ह& ह' 
���� /� 
��� W��) 
� 
��� 9� +� 3� ���� 
� 9>� �')�(� " ��, 3�
� :� ���) �ह ह! /� 
9!�� ह
 �ह�� ��ह �ह� �� /� 9!�� ह
��� ���� �� +� �ह� ह! �� �� ��  �90�� 9' 9
�� ह! 
/� 9' )'( 4� 9
�� -� �ह�� ह;, 9' minor forest produces ��  �): �� 
� 9��� ह;, ��� 
4��' <�e��� minor forest produces ��  �): �ह�(� �� �ह& �ह�(�? 9' 9�() ��  ,�--�� 
�� 9
�� ह!, 4��� ��� H6��� ह!, ��� 6���� ह!, 
��� 9� ��H��� >- �� �ह ���:� " ��.�� 9� 
JPC 
� ��� ह�� ��, �� ह
 ���� �ह� �� �� ��ह� �� �� ��  <�0� �ह�� ह; �� ��ह� �� �� �'%� 0*�� 
-� �ह�� ह;, �' :� ���) 45� �� ,- 4��� ����� :���� �ह�(� ? proximity �M� �� :���� 
ह!, �' 4� -� ��b� �ह� ह�� �� /� ���� �� ,5 ��)'
��� �ह� �' ���� �� 0� ��)'
��� 
�ह� �� " �b� JPC 3� ����O	 -� -ह� ��� �� �� ,- �'� ��)'
��� 
� 0��9:, )���� ,- 
<)(-<)( 0��7: ��.�� 3� 0�[ 
� 3��� <�
���� ह! /� �� ��9� ����� �ह& ह; " 3��): 
,-�' �ह�� �!5�� �� # �� ���� -8�(� /� ��, 3��): ,-�' �� # flexible �ह�� -8�(� " 
�ह 9' proximity �� ���) ह!, 3� -� 
��� 9� ��H��� ¿- �� �� # ,����� 0�(�, 3��): 
; 
,-��  
���
 �� 4��� <-�) �>� (� " 
ह'0�, 
; ,9 4� ���' �e�� 0��� ह*�, �9Yह.�� ,9 
)�7. ,�0�����. ��  <�e���. �' 
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����H��� ���� ह! /� 3���  �): ���	 ���� ह!" 
; 3���  �): �����  �' �e��  0��� ह*�, JPC ��  
4� �+� �06�. �' �e�� 0��� ह*�, �9Yह.�� 3� ��) �' /� 
9�*� ���� ह!" 
; 3Yह& [L0. ��  ��� 
<-�� ��� �
�q� ���� ह*� " eY���0" 

DR. RADHAKANT NAYAK (Orissa): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I thank you 
very much for giving me this opportunity to speak. Sir, I rise to support the Bill 
wholeheartedly. I also support the amendments moved by hon. Brinda Karatji. 
Sir, I do not want to take much of your time or the time of the House. But I 
thought, maybe, some general issues I should raise. Before that I want to 
thank the hon. Minister, the hon. Prime Minister and the Chairperson of the 
UPA who have initiated this Bill during this current Session of the Parliament. I 
was also a Member of the JPC; therefore, I have gone through the Bill in its 
nitty-gritty. I thought that I would raise some of the issues while supporting the 
Bill wholeheartedly for the consideration of the Government, especially the 
hon. Minister who has taken so much interest to get this Bill passed in this 
Session. 

Sir, you are aware that after the British Government went, we had a large 

number of issues to sort out especially the tribal problems and in the context of 

the tribal development. For the British Government, forest was a source of 

revenue. But for the first time after the independent Government came, they 

thought that this is also a source of rights or a source of livelihood for the 

people especially those who live in the forest areas. Sir, you are aware of 

Nehru's famous doctrine of Panchsheel in relation to tribal development. For 

reference and for recollection of this House, I thought I should read out these 

five principles which are very important. It says that the tribal people should 

develop along the lines of their own genius and we should avoid imposing 

anything on them. We should try to encourage in every way their own 

traditional arts and culture. This is number one. Second, the tribal rights in 

land and forests should be respected. It is a very, very important policy 

enunciation by Pt. Nehru himself. The third is that we should try to train and 

build up a team of their own people to do the work of administration and 

development. Some technical personnel from outside will, no doubt, be 

needed, especially in the beginning. But we should avoid introducing too many 

outsiders into tribal territory. The fourth is, we should not over-administer these 

areas or overwhelm them with the multiplicity of schemes. We should rather 

work through, and not in rivalry to, their own social and cultural institution. The 

fifth, Sir, is equally important. 
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We should judge results, not by statistics or the amount of money spent on 

tribal development but by the quality of human character that is evolved. Sir, if 

we very seriously reflect on the ethical, philosophical or legal dimensions of 

these doctrines, we have voilated each one of them with impunity. Although 

colonialism was over but the internal colonialism which was more rabid and 

yet very subtle that prevailed and till today it has been prevailing and it is in 

that context only, Sir, I thank the UPA Government, the Minister and the 

Ministry that they have taken some radical steps in order to introduce this Bill 

and also get it passed. Sir, these doctrines raise a number of issues. I will 

touch upon one or two of them only. Sir, the previous notion was, which has 

been already discussed, that the tribes are destroyers of forest. Actually, 

whatever forest today exists is only because of them despite the Government 

and the Government-supported or sponsored contractors. Sir, there are many 

other issues like shifting cultivation. One of our colleagues here raised this 

issue. Sir, in Orissa we have what is called a terrace cultivation which is on of 

the most scientific type of farming that the Sora tribes undertake, not to speak 

of other tribes in the North-Eastern areas also. So, there is so much of genius 

among the tribes, which we have ignored or we have neglected. There are so 

many other issues, Sir, the present trend in the globalisation or the Intellectual 

Property Rights are still looming large, which will definitely take away 

whatever rights the Government has been giving or will give now under this 

statute; they will take away and there may not be anything left even after that 

or later. Sir, some of the friends raised the ILO Convention of 107. Sir, I was a 

Member of the Indigenous People's Rights in the United Nations for some 

time. In a Committee, we found that every Government was supporting these 

conventions, the ILO 107. The latter one was ILO 169. These conventions are 

very, very important. One of the issues that were raised was self-certification 

or self-identification, which is very important. Today, Sir, a tribe in Orissa will 

not be considered as a tribe in Assam only because he needs a certificate 

from somebody else. But, the United Nations system now approves, the 

Indigenous People's Rights system, approves that a tribe once he declares 

himself a tribe, he remains a tribe. He doesn't need anybody's certification, 

anybody's inquiries, much less the RGI certification. That is what we were told 

in the last discussions. So my feeling is that, Sir, there is much to be done for 

enforcing the rights of the tribes and recognising the rights of the tribes which 

has been accorded or which has been accepted in the doctrine 
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enunciated by Pandit Nehru himself. Sir, there are a number of other issues, 

for example. Sir, we are yet to recognise in this country, by this Government, 

that the tribes are the indigenous people of this country. They were the first 

original Indians although some say that everybody is indigenous here. Yes, I 

don't question that. But some are more indigenous than the others. Therefore, 

in that logic, Sir, we must recognise the tribes or the indigenous people under 

the United Nations system. 

Sir, by not recognising tribes as indigenous people, we are losing many of 

the programmes of the UN, UNESCO, ILO, UNICEF, World Bank, etc. Today, 

all these institutions want to do something for the tribal people. But, we are not 

taking those benefits to the tribal people. So, the Ministry and the Government 

should quickly recognise all the tribes as indigenous people which will be 

much better and help the tribal people to survive. 

There are a number of other issues. The tribal people need a separate food 

and farming policy. As I said, the farming techniques, the slash-and-burn 

system of farming, which is available even today in Africa, helping many 

indigenous people to survive in those countries, are very, very scientific. The 

agriculture scientists have accepted that. 

Similarly, we have many other indigenous medical systems which we have 

ignored. In this process we have destroyed not only health of tribals, their 

environment, but also the health of the entire country at large. 

Sir, you are aware that the tribal people in this country are victims of large 

projects, big dams and industries. One of them was in Orissa. Very recently, 

14 tribal people were killed in a cold-blooded manner. The hon. Prime 

Minister, Madam Sonia Gandhi, the hon. Minister had to go there and see how 

barbarous we can be against the tribal people. Therefore, today, the entire 

policy on tribal farming, tribal industries and tribal crops will have to be looked 

into again, not only to help the tribal people, but also to save this country from 

the verge of naxalite attacks. Today, we understand the naxalite problem only 

as a law-and-order problem. It is not true. It is not correct. It may be half-truth. 

We need to find out why a tribal boy or a girl becomes a naxalite. Unless we 

change our entire policy upside down, unless we have a fresh look at all our 

tribal development programmes, the naxalite problem or Mao problem will 

become a big mennace And, they will, ultimately, jeopardise our own 

Independence and freedom. Therefore, we need to, again, have a fresh 

examination of all our displacement and rehabilitation policies which affect 

only tribes, not other people. Of course, 
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other people also affected, but marginally. 

Sir, without taking much time of the House and with these few words, I 

wish that allocation for tribal has to be enhanced. It has to be raised to a level 

where not only tribal people survive but also the entire country. Thank you. 
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am not repeating this thing. I think it is already given to you. So, I am not 

going to repeat it. But, I will request the Minister to give some assurance on 

the floor of the House that the amendments moved by my colleagues, Shri 

Kanjibhai Patel and Shrimati Brinda Karat, will be accepted. Otherwise, the 

purpose for which we are bringing this Bill, that is, to safeguard the forest 

dwellers will not be a complete one And the portions, which have been 

deleted, I would request you to consider them l am not mentioning all these 

things again because all these things are known to you I am not going to take 

much time on this because this is a Bill which we want, wholeheartedly, to be 

passed. And, since you have brought it. try to consider all the points. I think, 

the Minister will give an assurance on the floor of the House that he will 

accommodate all the amendments made by my colleagues and the portion 

which has been deleted at the time of passing in Lok Sabha will be 
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accommodated in the Bill. With these words, I congratulate the Minister. I 

congratulate the Government. Thank you everybody. At least, after a long 

time, the forest dwellers can enjoy something which the Government will give 

them. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI PRASANTA CHATTER JEE): Dr. Barun 

Mukherjee. 

 
����� �8?�� (���0 (
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN. I have seen the list. Whatever list is given from the 

Table, I am following that. Dr. Barun Mukherjee. 

DR. BARUN MUKHERJEE (West Bengal): Thank you, Mr. Vice-Chairman, 

Sir, for giving me this opportunity to speak on this Bill. At the very outset, I 

must say that this is one such Bill or one such right of the forest dwellers for 

which we have been demanding for a pretty long time. It is commendable that, 

at last, this Bill has come. We feel that they are the most deprived group of 

people who have no right over the land on which they were dwelling for years 

together. That right is going to be established there with the help of this Bill. 

We welcome it and I support it on behalf of our party. 

One thing which strikes me is this. I believe, at the fag end of the day, I 

should not take much more time, but one main thing that strikes me is 

regarding the establishment of the rights of the dwellers. It has been proposed 

that, firstly, the Gram Sabhas will certify about the rights of the particular 

forest dwellers. But, of course, from Gram Sabha it will go to the next 

committee, to the sub-divisional level committee, district level committee and 

it will go on. And, perhaps, as we have experienced over these appeals and 

hearings, it will be a very lengthy process. 

If it happens to be a very lengthy process, one thing which must be 

ensured is that by that time the dwellers who are occupying the land must not 

be disturbed during this lengthy process. This has to be ensured; otherwise, 

there will be a lot of disturbances in the local areas of forests, where it occurs. 

Moreover, primarily, white seeking the advice of the 
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authorities of the gram sabha it appears that there is a scope for misuse of 

these things. Because, just now one hon. Member has referred to naxalite 

people. There may be some sort of prejudice about this while conferring the 

rights to the dwellers, in particular. The members of some gram sabhas, or 

the next Sub-Committee, or the next sub-committee, may be prejudiced about 

it. So, there must be some mechanism so that it cannot be disturbed in any 

way. But, definitely, it is a good thing that there is a provision that the person 

concernea will have the right of hearing, before it is finally settled. But I think 

when this lengthy process is followed, some sort of mechanism should be 

there so that it may not be disturbed during that process. This should be 

ensured. Moreover, as regards the amendments, they have been elaborately 

dealt with by Shrimati Brinda Karat. I support (lie amendments moved by 

Shrimati Brinda Karat. I am not dealing with the amendment any more 

because the amendments have already been elaborately explained by her. 

As I said in the very beginning, I congratulate the hon. Minister concerned for 

bringing forward this Bill so that, atleast, after a long time the forest dwellers, 

the tribal people, will have their rights over the land on which they have been 

living for a pretty long time. Thank you. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI PRASANTA CHATTERJEE): Shri Brahma' 

absent. Shri Syed Azeez Pasha. 

SHRI SYED AZEEZ PASHA (Andhra Pradesh): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, at 

the very outset, I want to congratulate the Government for bringing forward 

this Bill for consideration and passing. On behalf of the Communist Party of 

India, I rise here to support the Bill, but we are having certain suggestions to 

make. I hope that the Government will accommodate some of our 

suggestions and it will become a more perfect Bill. We are nearing to 60 

years of our Independence. We are seeing that for the past 60 years, the 

tribal people who have been living in the forests are not the masters of 

forests. So, a lot of exploitation was going on. Several mafias were also 

exploiting. Therefore, after due consideration, the Government has come out 

with this comprehensive Bill. But, here, I would like to say that the Joint 

Parliamentary Committee, which is consisting of all political parties, has given 

certain recommendations unanimously. I don't know why the Government has 

not taken into consideration some of the positive suggestions given by the 

JPC. In this regard, I want to make two or three suggestions. I think, earlier 

also, some of our Members have already pointed 
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out them. Number one is regarding the generations. The proposal of the 

Government is 25 years. We think this is not proper. If we can reduce it to 12 

or 15 years, that will be more perfect or the amendments given by Shrimati 

Brinda Karat can be accepted in this regard, 

Sir, the tribal people who are residing there should be masters of all the 

produce which is there. Now, when there is a Pond, naturally they will go and 

catch it. If the Government says that they are going to be punished for that, 

this will be really unfair. To build their own dwelling, they will pick up some 

stones and do it, but, here, it is also becoming an offence as per the Bill. So, 

these sorts of undesirable things should be removed, and they should really 

become master of their own land. Sir, we think that due to the Government 

policies, some persons have long been settled in forest areas. Today, if we 

question it and if they do not g:t the same sort of rights, it will also be unfair. 

Now, another example of Narmada is also there where so many persons were 

uprooted. What about their future? Are we going to give any sort of guarantee 

to them or not? 

Lastly, Si
r
 if we unnecessarily press them and ask about the title or pattas, 

naturally, they may not be having. So, any sort of oral evidence or some sort 

of affidavit should be sufficient to confer their ownership rights. So, these are 

some of the suggestions. 

Sir, I feel that the hon Minister would give a careful and positive thought to 

our suggestions which are given. Lastly, I say, we support all the 

amendments which are being moved by comrade Brinda Karat. Thank you 

very much for having given me this opportunity. 
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�9 -� 2��ह���� <Y��� ह�: ह;" 
,9�0� ��  ��0 ���e, ������, 4S7��, =9� -���'9���� /� <� /C'�(�� ��  ��
 -� 
,�0�����. �� +*�
 -*�� 0�[ 
� <�er�ह� �� 9� �ह� ह!" �*��� +*�
 <9	� ���*� 
� ,�0���� 
r�
�+��� /� -����� ��  D6��� �' �!e���� �M� -� 
�Y��� �ह& 0� (� ह!, <�: 3� 
-��H6����. 
� -*�� +��� 
� +*�
 <9	� ���*� ��  ��� ,�0�����. -� 2��ह���� <Y��� ह�, ह! 
" ,9 ,���� ह! �� 3� <�e���
 
� ,�0���� �̂�. 
� +*�
 <�erह �' D�����e� ����  ह�: 
�%� D��e�� �7� 9�:� " 3���  ��� ह� +����� ����e�� 
�, 9!�� ��  u�
�� �E�0� ���� 9� �� �ह� 
�� <�e���
, 1996 �9�� -��� ���*� �ह� 9��� ह!, )�(* ���� (�� " 3� ���*� �� e��� 4(घ) 
� 
-�1-��(� ,�0�����. �' 9), 9�() /� 9
�� �����e� �
���� <�e��� �M-� (: " 3�� ��ह 
+����� �� <�e���
, 1927 )�(* ���� (��, �Y� D�� ���^ <�e���
, 1972 ��� �� ���^ 
<�e���
, 1980 )�(* ���� (�� " �� �� ���*� �� �� �ह (: /� 3� ���*�. �� ,�0�����' 
�' �9��� <�e��� /� ���^ �
)�� ���ह: ��, 4��� D�q� �ह& ह' ��� ह!" 
����� 
��� 9�, 
3� ��e��� 
� 9' D��e�� ��: (: ह;, �� �ह& -*�	 
� 9' <�e���
 ���: (: ह!, 4Yह& �� ��ह 
���*� �� �� ह� � �ह 9�:�, 3� ��� -� ��[�O ���� �0�� 9��� ,����  ह! " 

 ,9 58 �OP ��  ��0 ,�0�����. ��  ��' 
� <�e��� ��  ����e 
�  ��) )��� (�� ह!, 

9��� 50 �OP �� �� YZ 
� ���r�� �� ����� �ह� ह!, )���� 4Yह� 3� ��� �� �+� ���� �ह& 

,�� �� ,�0�����. ��  ��� ��� ��ह �� <S�����, <Y��� /� 4��� ['O ह�, ह! /� ,9 

3� 
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��� �' 4Yह.�� +� 3� ��e��� ��  
���
 �� 6����� ���� ह! ��  ,�0�����. ��  ��� 2��ह���� 
<Y��� ह�, ह!" 
 
 
����� 4-�+�-�� 
ह'0�, 
; �ह �ह�� ��ह*�(� �� 9� 
����� u� <�) ��ह��� 
��9-��� 9� ��  ���ES� 
� :�%�: �� ����� �� �' 4Yह.�� -ह)� ��� ,�0�����. ��  00	 �' 
�
x� /� 4��� ,\��, ��
��9�, ��9����� >- �� ����� �! �� ���� 9�: ��� 4���  ��� 
ह' �ह� <S����� �� 4Yह� 
�Hp �0)�� 9�:, 3���  �): 4Yह'�� �ह�� 2��ह���� ��	� �): " ���� 
-ह)� �' ,�0���� 
���)� 9' -ह)� ह'
 �%-��	
�� ��  ��� ��, �b� ��
��9� Y��� ��  ��� ��, 
4Yह.�� 4��' <)( ������ /� ��� ह� ��� ,�0���� 
���)� ��  ह� U��� :�%�: �� ����� 
�� 270 9����. �' 9�9����. 
� [��
) ������ " 3�� ��ह �� ,�0���� ,�'( �' <)( 
������ (��, b���;� �'- -��[� �' +� <)( ������ (��, ��� ह� ,�0���� 
�ह)��� ��  
�): ��[�O �'9���� �� D��e�� ���� (�� " :�%�: �� ����� 
� -*�	 De�� 
��� 
����� u� 
<�) ��ह��� ��9-��� 9� ��  U��� ,�0�����. �� 9' �
���� ����� ह�, /� 4���  <�e��� 
�0)��� ��  �): 9' ���	 ���� (��, �ह ���r�� ��  U��� 50 �OP 
� +� �ह& ���� 9� ��� ह!" �ह 
��� ��� ���� ह! �� +����� 9��� -��}  ,�0�����' ��  ����� /� 4���  ���� �� �'� 
�7�� ह! " ,9 3� �0���  
���
 �� 0�[ ��  )�7.-��'%. ,�0���� +�3�. �� �� �� 
;  
�S��)�� De�� 
��� 
����� u� <�) ��ह��� ��9-��� 9� �' eY���0 0��� ��ह�� ह*� " 
 
 ,9 9� ���r�� ����� �' 2�� )(�� )(� �� 4��� ,�0�����. �� �'� �;� घ��� 
)(� ह!, �� �����  ��  U��� <���� 9�0��9� 
� �ह ��e��� )��� (�� ह!" 
 
 
ह'0�, ��� <�e���
 ��  ����e 
� :� [��� 
� 
� �ह ��� �ह� ह! �� �Y� 9�� 
<�e���
 1972, �Y� ���^ <�e���
 1980 ��� 9!� ����e�� <�e���
 2002 9' �� �+� 
��., �Y� -[��� /� <���*��� 9�9��� �� �����e� �ह� ह!, 3�
� �'� 2�� D��e�� �ह& �ह� ��, 
�9��� ,�0���� )'( 9�() �� ��07) ह' 9�:, 3���  ���9*0 +� �8� ���ह
� ��  ��� �� ��+�( 
��  <�e�����. U��� 4Yह� ��07) ���� (�� /� ,9 +� 4� -� 
��0
� �)�: 9� �ह� ह; " �ह& 
�: <�e���
 �� �ह 
�[� �' �ह& ह! �� 9' ,�0���� �� �̂�. 
� �ह �ह� ह;, �� <-�� 
*) <�e��� 
�� ह� ����� ह' 9�:� " 
 
 �ह �ह� ह! �� 9� <���*��� 9�9��� �(	 ��  n�Hp 9�(). 
� ����� �� �ह� ��, �� 
9�(). �� ��6��� ह�, ह!, 3���  ��-��� 9��� ,9 �� ���^ ��  �): ���*� 
M9*0 ह;, �� +�  
������ ��. �� �̂�b) घ� �ह� ह! " 9� �� <���*��� 9�9����. �' 9�(). ��, �9��� 4Yह� 
�'9�-�'�� D�q� ह'�� ,� ह!, ��07) ���� (�� ह!, �� �� �� �̂� �
 ह�: ह!" �0!� �� ह� � 
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��b	   �� ��� �� +*�
 4��� �'9�-�'�� �� ��e� �ह� ह;, <�-�� �� 4�� <-�� 3��0��, <-�� 
�^�, 9���0��� 
���� ह�:, 4��� �^� +� ���� ,�� ह;, 3��): �� �̂� �l�� �� " ��Y�� 9� �� 
4Yह� �� �̂� �� ��07) ���� 9��� )(�, �� �� �� �̂� +� घ��� D��1+ ह'(�� ह!, 9' �� v��� �� 
��O� ह! " 
 
 ��. �� �^� �� �) �� ��+�( ह� �ह& ����, ,�0���� +� ���� ह! " �9� �� �̂�. 
� 
,�0�����. �� घ�S� <�e� ह!, �ह�� ��  9�() ,9 +� ����^� ह; " �9� 9�(). �� ,�0�����. 
�' ��07) ���� (�� ह!, �ह�� �� �� +*�
 /� �Y� 9��. �' ������ ह�, ह! " 3��): <���*��� 
9�9��� /� -�1-��(� �� ������ (�� <�e���. �� 
�Y���) ��e��� 2006  
� 3� ��� �' 
9'%� 9�: �� ,�0�����' �� ह� 9�()' ��, �Y�9��. �� /� -[��� �� ���^� ��+� ह!, ��.�� 
�ह 4���  -!�E� <�e���. �� 9�%� ह�, ह! " 9!�� 
�� �� ���� �' <)( �ह& �� ���� ह!, �!�� ह� 
9�() �� ,�0�����' �' <)( �ह& ���� 9� ���� ह!" 
 
 
ह'0�, 
; :� /� ��� �� +� ,-�' <�(� ����� ��ह�� ह*� �� ,�0�����. 
� 
��rह �� D�EHI �ह& ह'�� ह!, �� ��. �� 4��� ह� )�+ )��� ह!, 9' 4���  9��� ��  �): ,���� 
ह'�� ह! " <6�� 4��' ��. �� ���^� �
x� 9�:, � �� 4��� ���'e� " 
 
 
ह'0� 
; 
����� 
��� 9� �' 3� ��e��� 
� �� # ��['e�. -� ��x�� 0��� ��ह�� ह*� " 
3�
�  <���� :� 
� ��Y0� X
��� 2 ��  (2) (घ) /� (�) 
�, 9ह�� ��e��� �� -��+�O� 
� ��+*�
 
��� ��r�
. �� 4�)�7 ���� (�� ह! , ��r�
. ��  <��(	� �� �E �O �6�� �� 4�)�7 ���� (�� 
ह!, 3� -��+�O� 
� �� �̂� 
� �E �O +*�
 �' +� -��+��O� ���� 9��� ���ह: "  
 
 
��� 0*��� ��x��, ��Y0� X
��� 2 ��  <��(	� (2) (9) 
� ह!, 9ह�� �����). 
� �ह�� ��)� 
,�0���� <-�� �ह�� ��  �): +�� ��
� �� ���	 +� �!�\(� Á'�. �� 4-��p >- �� ���� ह;, 
<+� u�
�� �E�0� 9� �� +� 3� ����e 
� �ह� ह! �� <(� �� 
���  ����� ��ह� �' 3�
� 3� ��� �' 
-��+��O� �ह& ���� (�� �� 4�
� )(�� ��)� ���, �
¾� , ��, �� �)* ,�0 �� ��� D��e�� ह', 
3�� -��+��O� ���� 9� �� D��e�� 
� �H1
�)� ���� 9��� ���ह: "  
 
 3�� ��ह �� ��Y0� X
��� 2 ��  (2) (x) 
� 
; �ह ����� ��ह�� ह*� �� ���+Y� )घ� �� 
4-9 �� -��+�O� ��  <Y�(	� 
ह�,, ���M9�, ���, ह�� ,�0 �� 4�)�7 �ह& ह!, 9��� 
,�0�����. ��  9��� �� 
�W� >- �� ���� <�e� ,e���� 9' �Y� 4-9 ह!, 
ह�,, ���M9�, 
���, ह�� )���� 3�
� 4��� �'� 4�)�7 �ह& ह!" 3� �6���� �� ���)� ,�0�����. U��� )घ� 
�Y� 4-9 ��  �ह� ���� 9���  ह!, <�: 3Yह� +� 3�
� 9'%� 9��� ���ह: "  

 3�� ��ह ��Y0� X
��� 3 ��  <�(	� (1) (�) 
� �� <�e��� ��  <��(	� �� �̂� 
�  
�ह�� 
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��)� <���*��� 9�9��� ��  )'(.  ��  �): �!�H�-� �'9(��, 6��'9(��, n�����, -[�  -�)� 
,�0 �� 4�)�7 �ह&  ���� (�� ह! �9��� 4�)�7 <��� ह� ���� 9��� ���ह: ��.�� �� ���	 
4��� 9����� ��  <�����	 Á'� ह! ��.�� �� ���	 4��� 9����� ��  <�����	 Á'� ह; " 3�� ��ह 
��Y0� X
��� – 31(1) (%) 
� ,�0
 9��� 9�9��� �
*ह 
� ��(�5� -�����. �' ����� �� 
D��e�� +� 9'8� 9�: " ��96� �̂� 
� ,��0� +*�
 घ'�O� �� 9��� ह!" 3�� ��ह �� �̂� 
� ��� 
,�0���� -�����. ��  �): D��e�� �7� 9�: " ��Y0� X
��� – 3(2) ��  <Y�(	� ,�0���� �̂�. 
� 
�� +*�
 “�” �� “%” �� 9' ,-�� D��e�� �7� ह! 4��� �' 
; 6��(� ���� ह*� /� 
����� 
��� 
9� �' eY���0 0��� ह*� " 4���  ���-��� 
; 3�
� :� /� ��9 [��
) ���� ��ह�� ह*� �� ,-�� 
6�* ) �' �7� ह!" �+� 9� �ह ��� ,:(� �' �� �) 6�* ) ��  �0)� 
� 
; ��ह�� ह*� �� 4�
� 
[!^�� ��6���� �� D��e�� ह', �9�
� �[^� �� �����e� /� +� �� # ��9� �ह�� -� D��1+ �� 9� 
���� ह!" 3���  ��� ,-�� ,��� ��  �): �� # �ह& �ह� " ����� ��  U��� 9' 3��0�� ,��� 
�'9�� �� n��6�� ह! �ह 4��� ����� ह' 9�:(� 3��): �ह�� -� 3��0�� ,��� �'9�� �� +� 
D��e�� �7� 9��� ���ह: " ��� ह� ,-�� ���^� ��  �): -��)� �� +� �9X �ह& ���� ह! " �� 
��� 
<-�� ��x�� ह! �� 4�
� -��)� �� +� D��e�� ���� 9�: " 3�� ��  ��� <����-4 
� 9' �� 
<�e��� �' ���ह� ���� ��  �): D��e���� /� D�X�� ह! , 4�
� �!�[� – 6(7) ��  <Y�(	� 
; 
�ह�� ��ह�� ह*� �� 9' ��K� 6���� 
$���v�( ��
�� �� (5� ���� 9�:(� 4�
� ,-�� �ह� 
���� ��ह �� �0�+	 �ह& �0�� �� �! �� �
��� (�5� ह'(� " 
��� ,-�� ����0� ह! �� �
 �� �
 
15 �� 20 �06� ह. �9�
� 0' ����0 :� ��K� �+� �� /� :� )'� �+� ��  ह. 9' ,�0���� 
�
�9 �� D�����eS� ���� ��)� 2�� ����0 ह. ��� ��
��9� ���	���, ��[�O�, ���*�� 
�)�ह��� +� ह. " 3� ��ह �� ��K� 6���� �
��� �� (5� ह'�� ���ह: " 3�� ��ह �� ��Y0� 
X
���-6(8) 
� ,-�� �9)� 6�� -� +� ��96�, y�3�) �%-��	
�� /� -����� ��  D�����e �' 
[��
) ���� ह! " 3�
� 
��� ��x�� ह!, �� 3�
� ,-�� -��)� ��+�( �' �ह& �7� ह! "<�: 3�
� 
-��)� �' +� �7� 9�: " �9)� <�+�'9�� <�e����, �9)� ���e� <�e���� ��  ��� ह� ��� �̂� 
��  0' D�����e ह. " 3� ��ह �� �ह �
��� ���� 9�: /� ��[�O �M� -� �����). 
� r�
� 6�� 
-� " ��
�� 
� 9' +� D�X�� <-��� 9�: �ह ���!e���� /� )'������ -��� �� 9�%� ह�� ह'  
�9��� n�Hp ��[�O �� <�e��� � �ह� /� ��
��9� ��'��� �� �^� �� 9� ���  " �ह D�X�� 
-*	 -��0[} /� )'�������  �����  �� ह'�� ���ह: " 3�� ��ह �� :� /� ��� 
हS�-*	 ह! ��� 
<���� – 5 
� <-��e /� [�H6��. ��  ��0+	 
� 
��� �ह �ह�� ह! �� ,-�� :� ह9�� >-: ��  
0�% �� D��e�� �7� ह!" �+�-�� 
ह'0�, 
; 
����� 
��� 9� �� �ह �ह�� ��ह�� ह*� �� �ह 
,�0���� �9��' 0' ��3
 �� 7��� +� ���� �ह& ह'�� 4���  �): ,- :� ह9�� >-: 9�
��� 
�� ��� �� �ह� ह;" �' 3��' �
 ����  �
 �� �
 �M >-: �� D��e�� �7� 9��� ���ह: ���� 
�ह n�Hp 3� 9�
��� �' �ह ���  " 
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3���  ��� ह� 
; �� # <Y� ��x�� +� 0��� ��ह�� ह*� " 3� ��e��� �' )�(* ���� �
� ह
� �� # 
2�� n��6�� ��� D��e�� ���� <�� ,���� ह! �� 3��� �X��Y��� �ह� �����  �� ह', 3�� 
�X��HY�� ���� ��)� ��� ��  �91
�0�� <�e���� 3� ��e��� �� +���� ��  <��>- -*�� �
��0��� 
, ���5� /� ����0�[�)��, ���� ���� +�0+�� ��  �����S
� ¸H���' <-���� ह�: 3�� 
�X��HY�� ��� " 3���  �): �ह n��6�� ह'�� ���ह: �� �Y� 9��. �� �^�, /� ��. �� �^� ��  
�): 9' D[����� ��� �9)� 6�� -� ह!, 4�
� 50 D��[�  -0 ,�0�����. ��  �): ह'�� ���ह: 
���� �� ��. �� �^� �� ���  " 3���  ��� ह� :� ��� /� �ह�� ��ह��  ह*� �� -*�� 0�[ +� 
� 75 
�D�
��� y�3L� +��� ����� �� घ'�O� ��:, 9' 
*) >- �� ��0�. �� 9�() 
� ����� ���� ,: 
ह;, /� �� 0-
*), b* ) -� <-�� 9��� ��-� ���� ह; " 2�� �-#8� 9�9��� ��  )'(. ��  �): 3� 
��e��� 
� �'� ��[�O 4�)�7 �ह& ह! " <�#� ह'��  ��  3� ��e��� 
� 3���   �): +� �� # ��[�O 
D��e�� ���� 9��� " 3���  �): 
��� ��[�O �M� -� 
����� 
��� 9� �� ,rह ह! �� ���
 ����� 
�
� 3���  -�1-��(� <�e���. �' +� �)�-�� ���� 9�: " 

<Y� 
� 
; 
����� 
��� 9� �� �ह� �ह�� ��ह*�(�  �� �ह 0�� �� ,�� )���� �ह �ह�� <�#� ह! 
/� ,-�� ,�0�����. �� 9' -�1-��(�, 4���  <�e���. ��  ���� 
� 9' 2006 �� ��) )�: ह; 
; 
,-�' �ह��-�ह�� eY���0 /� ,�0���� +�3�' �� �� �� +� ,-�' �ह��-�ह�� eY���0 0��� 
ह*�" 

SHRI B.S. GNANADESIKAN (Tamil Nadu): Thank you, Sir. I rise to support 
the Bill There are two things. One is, after our Government came to power, it 
has shown that it has the will to make several enactments, particularly, 
regarding the rural employment guarantee, domestic violence, child rights, 
equal status for women by amending the Hindu Succession Act, then, only 
two hours before we have passed 27 per cent reservation to OBCs and now 
this forest Bill. Therefore, Sir, I congratulate this Government for brining in this 
Bill to protect the Scheduled Tribes and other traditional forest dwellers. As far 
as this Bill is concerned, there are four aspects. One is vesting the right; 
second is protection from eviction; third is upgrading their livelihood which is 
guaranteed under clause 3, and then, fourth is to use the home products. I 
congratulate the hon. Minister because this Government has the courage to 
admit that there is a historical injustice done. And, to my knowledge, this is the 
first time, in a legislative enactment, the Government admits that injustice has 
been done to a particular group or community and that injustice has to be 
remedied. Therefore, this Bill is being brought before this House. Therefore, 
this courage and wisdom has to be congratulated. Sir, there are two things. 
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The nature of evidence is more important, as my respectable colleague 

Brindaji said, and as one advocate has mentioned that he was going to the 

Supreme Court regarding this Bill as it is being passed in the Lok Sabha. The 

evidence part of it will create a lot of confusion. It will give a lot of 

interpretation to the lawyers and it will give a scope for the judicial 

interpretation by exercising the judicial review. Therefore, Sir, the Act does 

not contain what are the proofs required to confirm the vesting of rights on the 

Scheduled Tribes and also the traditional forest dwellers. It is left to the rule 

making power. So, I think, it is better—the JPC also suggested— that the 

proofs required are elaborated and catalogued in the main section itself, so 

that there is no ambiguilty on this aspect. 

Then, Sir, the Gram Sabha has to now pass a resolution. It has to be sent 

to the sub-divisional Committee. Then, it goes to the district-level committee. 

Sir, we know how these district-level committees, sub-divisional committees 

and revenue authorities are functioning. Therefore, instead of making these 

people to make the claim and verification and codification under the relevant 

section, is it not better, through you, I would like to ask the hon. Minister, that 

the Gram Sabha by itself can adopt some model or some method for 

verification as to who are the dwellers and suo motu they can go and verify? 

Because in this country, they also fought for freedom. They have been 

applying for several years for getting the freedom fighters' pension. But they 

are from running pillar to post. Likewise, these tribal people, who are innocent 

people, who do not understand the necessity and other things of modern 

society, have been put to very great difficulty, if they are asked to go to the 

sub-divisional committees and district-level committees. 

Sir, there are two-three things which require some clarification from the 

hon. Minister. One thing is, under clause 6 (8), several departments have 

been included. Is it not better that the Law Department is also included as one 

of the authorities in the Committee so that the legal aspects can be 

considered? In clause 14 (b), a form has to be prescribed for clause 6 (2). But 

for filing a petition to the district-level committee, under clause 6 (4), no form 

has been prescribed. There is a lacuna in it and I request you to kindly pay 

attention to that aspect. 

Sir, another aspect is, there is a time limit prescribed for courts to 
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interfere under clause 8. If you kindly see clause 8, it says, no court shall take 

cognizance of any offence etc. etc. through a resolution against+iigher 

authority not less than sixty days to the State Level Monitoring Committee. 

What is the time limit for the State Level Monitoring Committee for disposing 

of that resolution? On the 61st day,a person can go to court. So, that is 

another lacuna subject to correction. It has to be corrected. 

Sir, similarly, I have mentioned clause 14(b). Sir, many people and hon. 

Members are saying that courts are interfering. Courts are interfering mostly 

because of certain lacunas in drafting of these enactments. On Assam Rifles 

Bill also, I found out certain lacunas in drafting of the Bill. Sir, my whip is 

already giving me the directions and I will obey my Whip. Therefore, Sir, I 

request that concentration should be made in drafting the Bill. If there is 

lacuna in the drafting of the Bill, courts have a scope of interference. Sir, one 

of the suggestions by the JPC is to put this Bill in the Ninth Schedule after it 

becomes an Act, to save it from being challenged in a court of law. Therefore, 

Sir, I request that this has to be done. 

One more aspect is, kindly have some monitoring agency, find out the 

working of this Bill in the tribal areas, find out what are the lacunas and 

deficiencies and in the next Budget Session come out with the necessary 

amendments to rectify this. Sir, please allow me for only one minute. Sir, 

regarding Shrimati Brindaji's amendments, I support most of the amendments. 

But on one amendment, Sir, I have a reservation and if I am permitted, I would 

make an amendment to the amendment. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You have not given that amendment to 

amendment. 

SHRI B.S. GNANADESIKAN: Sir, I will find out. I think my friends will also 

agree. Sir, clause 4 says, any others who have been settled in forest area by 

the Government policy. Sir, the settlement by the Government must be the 

uprooted Scheduled Tribes or the traditional forest dwellers. If it is not, there 

will be a problem. In our State many Sri Lankans have been settling in hilly 

areas. Many Sri Lankans have been settling in Kodaikanal hills, Yelagiri hills, 

etc. etc. They are not the traditional forest tribals. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Are they citizens of India? Then, don't bring 

them into this. 

SHRI B.S. GNANADESIKAN: No, no. They are citizens because there are 

origins. Tamil origins are two - one is, Indian origin who went to 
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Sri Lankan and who have been sent back, they are the refugees. There are 

other type of refugees who are Sri Lankan citizens who have come to India 

and getting a refugee status. Therefore, we should not mix both. We must be 

careful on Security scenario. Sir, we should not forget Mr. Veerappan lived in 

the forest for forty years in Tamil Nadu doing all types of mischief. He also did 

not ask for vesting the right in forest area, thank you, Sir. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: I cannot accept his amendment to my 

amendment. 
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SHRI BHAGIRATHI MAJHI (Orissa): Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, I am 
thankful to you for giving me this opportunity to participate in the discussion on 
the Bill which provides to recognise and vest the forest right and occupation in 
forest land for the forget dwelling scheduled tribes and other traditional forest 
dwellers who have been residing in such forests for generations. Sir, we are 
talking about the nation's building, nation's development, nation's strength, but 
it is not possible without the development of the tribals. We have to bring them 
to the mainstream of the nation, we have to work together, only then the 
nation will be strengthened. It was felt and realised by the then NDA 
Government, and for the first time after Independence of India, a separate 
Ministry of Tribal Affairs was created to safeguard the hopes and aspirations 
of the tribals, which constitute 9 pet cent of the country's population. 

Sir, the NDA Government had done a lot for protecting the interest of the 

tribals. A separate S.T. Commission, an ST. Financial Development 

Corporation were created. New States like Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh were 

created where there is a sizeable tribal population. I am happy to state that 

Santhali language was also adopted in the Eighth Schedule of the 

Constitution. Sir, I am happy to note that after 59 years of country's 

Independence, the long-standing demand of the tribals is going to be fulfulled 

with regard to their rights  to the land on which they have been living for 

generations. Forests are an integral part of our tribal life. They earn their 

livelihood from forests. They are a part and parcel of the Indian forests life. 

Sir, .with your permission, I would like to submit a few points for the 

consideration of the hon. Minister. I want that the Minister should assure 
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us that the tribals will have access to the use of fuel to be collected from the 

forest. The tribals also should be allowed to renovate and construct his 

cottage by the wood collected from the forests. I would also like the hon. 

Minister to assure us that the place of worship of the tribals called "Jahira" 

mainly of Santhal tribes of Orissa, Jharkhand, West Bengal and Assam 

should be protected when some development activities like construction of 

dams and industry take place in the areas surrounding the forest. 

Sir, just providing the right to forest land to the Tribals is not enough. The 

Tribals should be allowed to use the underground water by digging wells and 

tube-wells. The Tribals should be granted bank loans to undertake the 

irrigation activities. The banks should also provide the Tribals house-building 

loans to help them to construct their small houses. Then only will this Bill 

achieve its objective of providing a respectable shelter to the Tribal people of 

India. 

Sir, I would like to bring to the notice of the hon. Minister that, in the past, 

many Tribals belonging to the Santhal community had migrated to Assam to 

work as labourers in the tea-gardens. It is unfortunate that these migrant 

labourers have not been recognised as Scheduled Tribes. The same is the 

story of the Tribals from the then undivided Bihar and Orissa, who were taken 

to the Andaman Nicobar Island as labourers for infrastructure development 

activities, and they have also not been recognised as Tribals. 

While concluding my speech, I would like to thank Members and the 

Chairman of the Joint Committee which has done a commendable job by 

providing a ray of hope to the most disadvantaged section of the society. 

Sir, I wish to further request the hon. Minister that the Notification of the 

implementation of this Act should be done at the earliest, unlike the PESA of 

1996 which was implemented by the NDA Government; though it was passed 

in the year, 1996. Thank you. 

SHRI P.R. KYNDIAH: Mr, Deputy Chairman, at the outset, I would like to 

express my grateful thanks to the hon. Members who have participated in the 

debate and also to vest rights in the forest dwelling Tribals and other forest 

dwellers who are traditional dwellers in the forest. They have been living there 

for ages; since time immemorial they have been living there at some places. I 

know of certain forest dwelling Tribals living there for centuries. I had an 

experience in Orissa. When I had been to Kalinga 
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Nagar, I came to know that they have been living there since 1862, not to 

speak of my own tribe which had come thousands of years ago. They are the 

orininal dwellers and they live in their own habitat, in the ancestral lands. Yet, 

somehow, during the consolidation of the State forests, their rights were not 

recognised. This Bill wants to vest rights on these people, this wretched 

segment of population. But when the rights were given, their rights were not 

undone. Therefore, we want to undo this historical injustice. Now what has 

happened to these people? This Bill, apart from being a landmark Bill, it is a 

historic Bill and it will undo the histrocial injustice. I think one of the speakers 

has mentioned what type of injustice that has been perpetrated on them. We 

know for a fact, in the forest area, where they dwell, they do not have any 

facilities. Their only mode of livelihood is dependent on the minor forest 

produce. They do not know what the civilization is. They have not tasted the 

fruits of civilisation. They are voiceless, unseen and unsung. If there is a 

segment of population which was described or reported as a folk, these are 

the people. They are the most deprived of the deprived. They do not come 

under the category of BPL. They are poverty personified. They represent the 

face of poverty in its worst form. These are the people for whom we have a 

mission to bring relief and save them from harassment. They are treated as 

encroachers. They were thrown out of their habitats. I know it. I would not like 

to name the place. The forest administration, in certain areas, used even the 

Ex-servicemen in order to torture them and take over the land that they 

occupied. It is pathetic. They were and they are the original dwellers of this 

land. They have suffered these miseries. It is miserable. Now, I am happy that 

a mention was made by one of the speakers about the first Prime Minister of 

this great country. I refer to Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru. He was the first person to 

recognise that these tribal people living in the forests are very important. 

There is the Nehruvian Panchasheel doctrine. There are two very important 

points which I will just repeat and read out to you. Development of tribal 

people along the life of their genes. I would like to say that you cannot put all 

the tribal people into one cultural basket. There is so much diversity, whether 

you speak of the North or the Sourth or the East or the mainland or the 

heartland. But more important is the purpose of this Bill that we are going to 

pass -I hope it will be passed - is the recognition of tribal right in land and 

forests. Pt. Nehru saw it in his vision. In fact, I will tell you a very simple story, 

a fact. He came to my place, Shillong, the then capital of the North East. I was 

a young Congress 
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leader. I met him. At that time, the word 'tribe' was not used really. My 

community, the tribal community, was of 3.5 lakh people. Pt Nehru described 

us as a microscopic minority, maybe, our population was not coming up, 

maybe, stagnant, maybe, a little below the level and today, becase of Pt. 

Nehru, we are 14 lakh people. I come from that community, the Khasi 

community. I come from that community where we have a multilingual society 

where women are already liberated. They need not be liberated. My name can 

be from the name of my mother, the clan of my mother, not my father's. It is 

not my father's name. And, it is because of Panditji, we are here today. At that 

time we were faced with three movements. One movement was to join with 

Pakistan because Mizoram did not exist earlier. Mohd. Jinnah was ailing at 

Shillong, the then capital of East Pakistan. The other movement was to join 

the British colony. The third one was to join India. I was interested in the 

discussion; even though I was young, a teenager, yet, I understood the 

problem. If we had looked at it economically, it could have been better for us 

to be with Pakistan. But we did not, because Panditji was there. He was the 

champion of the deprived. Right from day one we know about his passion with 

the North-East. At that time, it was NERA; today you call it Mizoram. It was not 

for vote bank, but it was with a vision that India constituted all kinds of people, 

and smaller people must be taken care of. Here, I am today because of that 

heritage. In fact, if you ask me who my mentor is, I would say, Panditji. I love 

his socialistic pattern of society. I love his thinking of the poor people. He 

talked about independence of India, and he promised that in an independent 

India every small people, small community, must have a place under the Sun. 

And here I am! I am just sharing with you my experience. Now, we are also 

forest dwellers; we also come from forest areas. We live together with animals 

in jungles. At that time, Panditji said those words, and I am very happy that I 

happen to pilot this Bill now. I must thank the Prime Minister, Dr. Manmohan 

Singhji, for selecting the Tribal Affairs Ministry to pilot the Bill. In January 

2005, this idea was mooted, and since the last two years, we have had 

extensive discussions; we have had a lot of seminars on the subject of Tribals 

Bill or the Forest Bill, as we call it now. And, is in the limelight of national 

media. I was happy that even though we had differences, we have been able 

to harmonise our differences, and today we come to this House having the 

support of all the parties. I must confess that. At every crucial stage, when the 

idea of Tribal Bill was mooted, it was none other than the Chairperson of the 

UPA, Soniaji, who 
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inspired me. Even while she was the Chairperson of the National Advisory 

Council we had crucial discussions, and we intervened, again and again, to 

see to it that this comes in this fashion. It is something great and I will be failing 

in my duty, if I do not mention our former Prime Minister, Rajivji. I like his 

words. He said these words," Immediately after the attainment of 

Independence, it was Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru who fully comprehended the 

problems of the adivasis. Ever since I became the Prime Minister, I have 

always devoted my attention to the adivasis, like Panditji and Indiraji". Again in 

a speech in 1986, he said, "If we want to save India, if we want to eradicate 

poverty, it is natural for us to protect the environment in every way. It is often 

thought that the poor, the adivasis, cut down the forests every now and then, 

and the Government" - he was the Prime Minister --"comes down on them with 

a heavy hand. But the adivasis have been living in close pronimity of the 

forests for thousands of years. And the forests have not been destroyed; they 

have not disappeared". When I say tribais, let me make one thing clear; the 

word 'Scheduled Tribe' came after the Constitution was adopted. I know for a 

fact that there are tribals who are not 'scheduled'. But they live in the forests. I 

know for a fact that there are Scheduled Castes, there are Backward Classes. 

There are other communities who have imbided the culture of forests. You will 

be surprised to know, when I say, that the tribals and the forest dwellers are 

the most effective conservationists. They live in forests, they live by forests 

and they live for forests. This is my belief. I say this on record. I will quote this 

Forest Report which was prepared before 2003. Sixty per cent or 60.04 per 

cent of the forest cover of the country, and 63 per cent of the dense forests, lie 

in 187 tribal districts. I will explain what a tribal district is. A tribal district is 

predominantly inhabited by tribals, about 70 per cent of them. And 187 districts 

out of 593 districts in the country! Just imagine! The geographical area of 

these districts is just 33.6 per cent. But we have 16 per cent of the forest 

cover. Out of 58 districts which have more than 66 per cent of the area under 

forest cover, 51 happen to be tribal districts. So what we have to do today is to 

recognise that tribals and forests are integral to each other. There is some kind 

of a symbiotic relationship which cannot be cut off. This is a something that we 

have to know. That is why I am reading this Report. Otherwise, it has been 

laid. 

Now, one of the things I need to tell you is that, in these areas, you have no 

fair-price shops, no healthcare, and no local forest administration 
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And they are not the owners of the minor forest produce although the law is 

there. There is always a fear; they live in constant fear because they do not 

know when they will be thrown out. They live in a very precarious situation of 

alienation, both physically and psychologically. So, this is the point. Today, 

the most important thing is to remove fear from their hearts and give them 

hope. 

And we give them hope. We give them something to think about. It is very 

important. Now today, what we are trying to do is, ...(Interruptions)... they are 

saying, 'we are today here to break the ice'. But, I think, we are here today to 

demolish the giant iceberg of cruel poverty. We are trying to break that and 

bring hope, and that too through a legislation. This is what the people want. 

Now, I would like to say something about some of the points that have 

been raised. I think, some points have been raised about jhum and shifting 

cultivation. I come from the North-east, I know about it. This is why one of the 

key objects of this Bill is, it will recognise this culture of the tribal people. This 

is part of their culture. We are not going to interfere; not at all. I know, in 

Mizoram, when I was the Governor there, the people sing songs in the glory 

of jhum cultivation. So, it is part of culture. So, we are not going to interfere in 

that, apart from whatever we think about it. 

Then, some mention has been made about something very important, 

about the fear in respect of those who are already settled through 

Government. I want to make a clear and crystal clear statement here that 

those who are already settled through Government, they should not be 

disturbed . Some mention was made about, -- it is an important point--I may 

not be able to do everything for those living in close proximity of the forests; 

about those people. We say that if they have land inside the forests, which 

they cultivate, they will be given the right. If anybody lives outside the forest 

area --I think, I am replying to some of the points raised by some hon. 

Members. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT Please repeat that, Sir. If they have land... 

SHRI P.R. KYNDIAH: Yes, if they have land inside the forest, but live 

outside, they can come and claim it. ...(Interruptions)... But, if there is 

anything more to be done, I can tell you, I have an open mind, and we will 
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come back to the House. Then, next, I come to small things, small for us, but 

big for them. Like the words, 'fuel, fuel wood strewn around'. Well, it can be 

done in the rules. It will be included in the rules. I think, that point has been 

raised by two-three speakers. But, more important, then, may I go to the basic 

quesiton of the thinking of the Government about what is a generation. 

According to us, it is 25 years, and some others did claim for 30 years, 32 

years. Some say, 18 years and some say, 21 years. Now, on this matter, if 

need be, I will come back to the House. If need be, will come back to the 

House. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Sir, there was a clear assurance given by the 

GOM. When we had discussions with them, a clear-cut assurance was given 

that 25 years will not stand, it will be changed because nobody wanted it. How 

can you go back to pre-independence period of 1930? There was a clear 

assurance. ...(Interruptions).:. Sir, you yourself had assured. Now, why are 

you using the words, 'if need be'? You give a categorical assuracne. 

SHRI P.R. KYNDIAH: No, no; I said, 'I will come back to the House'. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: No, Sir. You said, 'if need be'. Please 

understand. On this, I am with you. I am saying, Sir, that you had agreed. 

Please don't add the words, 'if need be'. You give a categorical assurance 

here, Sir, on this what was decided with the GOM, you will bring to the House. 

SHRI P.R. KYNDIAH: Was it decided in the GOM? Yes, whatever is 

decided, why not? 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Sir, when we had a meeting, it was 

categorically said that 25 years will not be kept. 

SHRI P.R. KYNDIAH: With all the respect, we cannot do it now. I have to 

come back to the House. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Okay, Sir, but then do not say 'if need be'. 

SHRI P.R. KYNDIAH: Okay, I apologise. The only thing is, do not you think 

I am very open? 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Sir, we cannot take it. Because it is the 

question of lives of millions of the people. Sir, this is going against whatever 

you have told me. I am sorry to say this. 
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SHRI P.R. KYNDIAH: But, how do we go about it? 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Sir, you just give an assurance in the House 

that you will come back on the issue of 'generation'. I am saying you used the 

word if need be'. 

SHRI P.R. KYNDIAH: I am saying that We will come back to the House on 

this issue. What more do you want? This is exactly what you want. I will come 

back to this House on this issue. What more do you want? 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Okay, Sir. Do you come back in the next 

Session of Parliament? 

SHRI P.R. KYNDIAH: Yes, naturally. I do not have the time. Tomorrow is 

the last day of this Session. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Nextly, some mention has been made about 

carrying bicycles and handcarts. This will be included in the rules because 

this is important. I know that handcarts and bicycles are the lifeline. 

Then, on the schedule of beneficiaries by the Panchayats, it will be done. 

Another thing which appears to be very sensitive is the composition of the 

Panchayat Committee. We have already taken a view that the Committee 

should be balanced. There will be six members. Three are to be nominated 

by the Panchayat, of which two must be from Scheduled Tribes, and one 

women; and of the other three representatives, there will be one each from 

the Revenue, from the Tribal Affairs and from the Forest. Is it all right? I am 

clear about this. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Sir, the JPC had given a suggestion about 

the evidence—oral evidence, etc. 

SHRI P.R. KYNDIAH: Since we are coming back to the House we will take 

them up. So many things are said today from that side and this side. I cannot 

reply to each and every issue. But let me tell you that we are sensitive 

towards whatever is said over here. And we will come back to the House on 

the issues which are impediments to the effective implementation of Act. 

What more do you want? On anything that will impede the effective 

implementation of the Act, we will come before the House. What more do you 

want? I am giving you a blank cheque. Is it all right? ...(Interruptions)... I thank 

you, Sir. I will not be able to reply to everything. I request you to please take 

note of this. 
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MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It is all right. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI S.S. AHLUWALIA: India is a signatory to the Indigenous and Tribal 

Population Convention, 1957, in ILO 107 Convention. We have ratified it in 

2003 and in this JPC report also they have given a unanimous decision in 

62.5: "All forest dwelling scheduled tribes and other traditional forest dwellers 

must be rehabilitated strictly in compliance with ILO 107 Convention and in 

strict compliance with the policy of prior informed concept." Whether we are 

doing that or not? Sir, can you just inform the House? 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Any other clarification ...(Interruptions)... Mr. 

Minister, would you like to react to it? 

AN HON MEMBER: He has already said that he would be coming back to 

the House ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI PR. KYNDIAH: I will come back to the House....(Interruptions)... 

I have given a very blanket assurance that on any matter which is sensitive 

or anything, which is impeding the effective implementation of this Act, I will 

come back to the House. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now the question is: 

That the Bill to recognise and vest the forest rights and occupation in forest 

land in forest dwelling Scheduled Tribes and other traditional forest dwellers 

who have been residing in such forests for generations but whose rights could 

not be recorded: to provide for a framework for recording the forest rights to 

vested and the nature of evidence required for such recognition and vesting in 

respect of forest land, as passed by Lok Sabha, be taken into consideration. 

The Motion was adopted. 

Clause - 2- Definitions 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: We shall now take up the clause-by-clause 

consideration of the Bill. First, clause 2. There are four amendments, Nos. 1 

and 2 by Shri Kanjibhai Patel and Nos. 3 and 4 by Shrimati Brinda Karat. 

...(Interrutpions)... 

He said he would come back to the House. ...(Interruptions)... Are you 

pressing your amendments? 
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MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: So, you are not pressing for your 

amendments. Now, Brindaji. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Sir, I just want to read my amendment. Do 

not get irritated by this. This is going to affect the lives of so many people. 

"Fuel wood, stones and products from water bodies, including fish and weed", 

this is my amendment, Sir. What I understand from what he has clearly said 

is that he is going to include this in the rules. Therefore, I do not press my 

amendments. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Amendments not pressed. I shall now put 

clause 2 to vote. 

Clause 2 was added to the Bill. 

Clause 3 

Forest rights of Forest dwelling Scheduled Tribes and other                   

traditional forest dweller. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now, clause 3, there is amendment No. 5 by 

Shri Kanjibhai Patel. 

�� ��'0���^ �<1B :  ��, ��3��) �� ह;% ��� �� 9�() 
� �� �� # ��9� ��ह� ����)�� ��  
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� �� # �ह� ह! " ....(�����)... 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: You have not taken up my amendment 
regarding this generation thing. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You did not press. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: This is the most important amendment. 

...(Interrutpions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I said Amendment Nos. 3 and 4. 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Sir, let me get this ..(Interrutpions)... sir, this 

generation thing is very important. This is the main thing. 
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MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I have put both the amendments to vote. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Okay, Sir. To carry bicycle and handcart. 

�� �������� :  4�� >�� 
� )� �ह� ह; " Not pressed. Brindaji, amendment No. 6. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: About others who have settled in forest areas 

by Government policy, what is the reply of the Minister on that? 

...(Interruptions)... He has not said ....(Interruptions)... He has given a 

categorical assurance. ...(Interruptions)... It is already over. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I shall now put clause 3 to vote. 

Clause 3 was added to the Bill. 

Clause 4: Recognition of and vesting of forest rights in forest                

dwelling Scheduled Tribes 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: There are two amendments Nos. 7 and 8 by 

Shrimati Brinda Karat. Are you withdrawing? 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Sir, on this, my understanding is that the 

Minister would kindly confirm that he has made a categorical statement that 

all those who have been settled in forest areas by Government will not be 

disturbed. Sir, I withdraw that. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: So, you are not pressing. I shall now put 

Clause 4 to vote. 

SHRIMATI BRINDAKARAT: Sir, amendment No. 8 is there, 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I was putting both to vote and you said both. 
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amendment Nos. 7 and 8. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Okay, I am sorry, Sir, it is entirely my fault, 

Sir, "in consultation with independent ecological and social scientists familiar 

with the area" You have accepted it. 
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SHRI P.R. KYNDIAH: Yes. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Okay. 
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the Chair. When he is making any assurance in the House, he should stand up 
and speak. By sitting and speaking...(Interruptions)... ह
 ��� 
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....(�����)... Is it a private affair of two persons? It is not. 
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MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I shall now put clause 4 to vote. 

Clause 4 was added to the Bill. 

Clause 5 was added to the Bill. 

Clause 6: Authorities to vest forest rights in forest dwelling 

Scheduled Tribes and the procedure thereof. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: There are two amendments Nos. 9 and 10 by 

Shrimati Brinda Karat. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Sir, No. 9, "schedule of beneficiaries" is to be 

added in that. 

SHRI PR. KYNDIAH: I have agreed. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Have you accepted? 

MR DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: He is saying that he has already agreed. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: I Hope the record says that he agrees. 

(Interruptions) He has agreed to all these! 

SHRI P. R. KYNDIAH: In fact, when I replied I had explained that this 

would be included in the rules. 

SHRIMATI BRINDA KARAT: Thank you, Sir, That is all I want it formally. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Minister, both 9 and 10? 

SHRI P. R. KYNDIAH: Yes, both. 
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MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: So you don't press it. I shall now put clause 6 

to vote. 

Clause 6 was added to the Bill. 

Clauses 7 to 13 were added to the Bill. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: There is one amendment No. 11 for insertion 

of a new clause 13 A by Shri Kanjibhai Patel. 
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���� ���ह: " 

SHRI PR. KYNDIAH: I have given an assurance that we will take up all 
these sensitive issues. I will come back to the House. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: So, he is not pressing. 

Clause 14 was added to the Bill. 

Clause 1, the Enacting Formula, the Preamble and the Title were added 

to the Bill: 

SHRI P.R. KYNDIAH: Sir, I move: 

That the Bill, as amended, be passed. 

The question was put and the motion was adopted. 

MESSAGES FROM LOK SABHA 

The Administrative Tribunals (Amendment) Bill, 2006 

SECRETARY-GENERAL: Sir, I have to report to the House the following 

message received from the Lok Sabha, signed by the Secretary-General of 

the Lok Sabha: 

"In accordance with the provisions of rule 120 of the Rules of Procedure 

and Conduct of Business in Lok Sabha, I am directed to inform you that Lok 

Sabha, at its sitting held on the 18th December, 2006, agreed without any 

amendment to the Administrative Tribunals (Amendment) Bill, 2006, which 

was passed by Rajya Sabha at its sitting held on the 14th December, 2006." 
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